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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let X, Y, and 2 be real Hausdorff topological vector spaces, C a multifunction of a set K c X 
into 2 such that for any z E K, C(z) is a closed convex cone in 2, int C(z) # 0 and C(z) # 2, 
where int C(z) denotes the interior of C(z), and T a multifunction of a set K c X into a 
set D c Y. Let F : K x D x K + 2z be a multifunction. 
Consider an implicit vector variational inequality (IWIP) with multifunctions: 
find a pair (3, g) E K x T (Z) such that F (3, g, u) c (-int C (5))“, for all u E K, (IVVIP) 
where (-int C(Z))~ is the complement of -int C(Z) in 2. Such an 1 E K will be called a strong 
solution of problem (IVVIP) in the sense that g does not depend on u E K, while an 1 E K is 
said to be a weak solution of problem (IVVIP) if for each u E K, there exists $! E T(Z) (depending 
on u E K) such that F(z,&u) c (-int C(Z))“. F or more special forms of problem (IVVIP) about 
its weak solutions, readers can refer to [2-51. 
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Even though the problem for weak solutions is new, we will study here the existence of strong 
solutions of problem (IWIP), which includes many kinds of vector variational inequalities as 
special cases (see for example [1,4-61). In particular, when the multifunction F is a single valued 
function and the moving cone C(Z) is a constant cone, problem (IVVIP) reduces to the generalized 
vector equilibrium problem studied very recently by Chiang, Chadli and Yao [l]. 
The main object of this paper is to get an existence theorem for strong solutions of prob- 
lem (IWIP) by following the approach of Theorem 3.1 in [l]. 
A multifunction T of a topological space X into another Y is said to be upper semicontinuous 
if for every x E X and every open set V containing T(x), there is an open set U containing x 
such that T(u) c V for all u E U. 
Let K be a nonempty convex subset of a real vector space X. Then a multifunction H : 
KxK+~~’ 1s said to be C(z)-quasi-convex&e if for any 2, ~1, yz E K and any t E [0, 11, 
H(x:, ~1) c. H(x, G/l + Cl- th) + C(x) 
or 
H(x, ~2) c H(x, tm + (1 - t>yz) + C(x). 
When H is single valued, and the moving cone C(Z) is a constant cone C, the C(x)-quasi- 
convex-like multifunction reduces to a properly quasi-C-convex vector valued function defined 
in [7]. When the moving cone C(x) is a constant cone C, the C(x)-quasi-convex-like multifunction 
becomes the type-(iii) C-properly quasi-convex one defined in [8]. 
Finally, we shall state Shioji’s generalized Fan-KKM theorem [9]. 
Let K be a nonempty convex subset of a real topological vector space X, and let G and H be 
two multifunctions from K into a topological space Y. The multifunction G is called an H-KKM 
mapping if 
H(co (El) c u G(x), 
XEE 
for every nonempty finite set E c K. 
THEOREM 1.1. H-KKM THEOREM. (See 191.) Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset 
of a real topological vector space X, and let G and H be two multifunctions from K into a 
topological space Y. Suppose that 
(i) H is upper semicontinuous, and H(x) is nonempty compact and convex for every x E K; 
and 
(ii) G is an H-KKA4 mapping and G(x) is closed for every x E K. 
Then flsEK G(x) # 0. 
2. EXISTENCE RESULT 
In this section, we provide the main result concerned with the existence of strong solutions 
for (IVVIP) by following the approach of Theorem 3.1 in [l]. 
First, we give a proposition for the C(x)-quasi-convex-like multifunction. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let K be a nonempty convex subset of a real vector space X, H : K x K + 2’ 
a multifunction, and C a multifunction of a set K c X into Z such that for any x E K, C(x) 
is a closed convex cone in 2, int C(x) # 8 and C(x) # 2. Let E = (~1,. . . , y,.,} be any 
nonempty finite subset of K. Then if for any x E K, H is C(x)-quasi-convex-like, and if there 
exists $j E co(E) such that H(x, 8) C (-int C(x))‘, where co (E) denotes the convex hull of the 
set E, then H(x, yi) c (-int C(x))” for some yi E E. 
PROOF. 
(i) For any convex combination $! = Cz, tiyi, we have 
+ C(x), for some 1 5 i < 12. 
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In fact, if n = 1, our assertion is obvious. Assume the result proved for some integer n-l 2 1. 
We shall prove it for n. Let tr, . . . , t, be numbers satisfying the conditions of the assertion. 
If t, = 1, then our assertion is trivial. Suppose that t, # 1. Then we get 
2 tiyi = (1 - &I) & y1 +. . . + 2 yn-1 + t,y,. 
i==l ( 
II > 
Due to the quasiconvexity of H, we have 
or 
By the induction assumption, it follows that 
+ c(x) 
or 
forsomei=l,..., n - 1. Thus, our assertion is true. 
(ii) There exists an yi E E such that H(x, yi) C (-int C(z))‘. Indeed, suppose the contrary. 
Then 
H(x, yi) n (-ht C(x)) # 0, foralli=l,...,n. 
Since 5 E co (E), there exists a convex combination g = ~~=, tiyi so that 
By (i), we have 
Wx, yi) c H + C(X) C (-int C(x))’ + C(x), for some 1 5 i 5 12. 
Take an ‘1~ E H(x,yi) n (-int C(x)). Then there exist v E (-int C(Z))~ and 20 E C(x) 
such that u = u + w. In this case, v = u -w E -int C(x) - C(z) = -int C(x). However, 
v E (-int C(x))“. This is a contradiction. Therefore, we can conclude that our assertion 
is true. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X and Y be two real Hausdorff topological vector spaces, D c Y nonempty 
and closed, and K c X nonempty and convex. Let T : K + 2* be a multifunction and F : 
K x D x K + 2z a multifunction with nonempty values. Let C : K -+ 2z be a multifunction 
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such that for my x E K, C(x) is a closed convex cone, int C(x) # 0 and C(x) # 2. Assume that 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) F(x, y,x) c (-intC(x))c for any x E K and any y E T(z); 
(ii) T is upper semicontinuous, and T(x) is nonempty compact and convex for every x E K; 
(iii) for every y E D and every x E K, the multifunction (2,~) w F(x, y,~) is C(x)-quasi- 
convex-like; and 
(iv) for every u E K, the set 
{(x,Y) E co(E) x D : F(z,y,~) c (-intC(x))‘> 
is closed in co (E) x D for every nonempty finite subset E of K. 
If E is any nonempty finite subset, of K, then there is a pair (3, jj) E co (E) x T(Z) such that 
F (3, g, U) c (--id C (3))” , for all u E co(E). 
PROOF. Let, G : co (E) + 2C0(E)XD and H : co(E) 4 2CO(E)XD be two multifunctions defined 
by 
’ G(u) = {(x, y) E co(E) x T(z) : F(z, y,u) c (-intC(x))‘} 
and 
H(z) = {x} x T(s). 
Then by (i), for every u E co (E), G( u is nonempty. Moreover, due to (ii), H is upper semicon- ) 
tinuous, and H(x) is nonempty compact and convex for every x E co (E). 
We claim that G(u) is closed in co (E) x D for every u E co (E). Since the graph of T restricted 
to co (EL GG’ ho(E)) is closed in co (E) x D, it follows from (iv) that for each u E co(E), the 
set 
G(U) = Gr (T Ico(,q) II ((2, y) E co(E) x D : F(z, y,~) c (-int C(x))‘} 
is closed in co(E) x D. 
Finally, we prove that G is an H-KKM mapping on co(E). For any nonempty finite sub- 
set, A of co(E), -let z E co(A) and y E T(x). Since F(z, y,x) c (-int C(x))=, it follows from 
Condition (iii) and Proposition 2.1 that there exists u E A such that 
F(x, y, u) c (-int C(x))‘. 
This proves that (x, y) E G(u) and that 
H(co(A)) c u G(u) 
UEA 
So, G is an H-KKM mapping on co (E). By Theorem 1.1 (H-KKM Theorem), 
f-) G(u) # 0. 
UECO (E) 
Thus, there exists a pair (z, Q) E co(E) x T(f) such that 
F(~,g,u) c (-i&C(3))“, for all u E co(E). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let X and Y be two resl Hausdorff topological vector spaces, D c Y nonempty 
and closed, and K c X nonempty and convex. Let T : K + 2O be a multifunction and F : 
K x D x K + 2z a multifunction with nonempty values. iet C : K + 2z be a multifunction 
such that for any z E K, C(z) is a closed convex cone, i&C(z) # 0 and C(z) # 2. Assume that 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) F(z, y, z) c (-int C(Z))~ for any z E K and any y E T(z); 
(ii) T is upper semicontinuous, and T(z) is nonempty compact and convex for every z E K; 
(iii) for every y E D and every z E K, the multifunction (z,u) I-+ F(z, y,u) is C(z)-quasi- 
convex-like; 
(iv) for every u E K, the set 
{ (2, y) E co(E) x D : F(z, y, IL) c (-int C(z))‘> 
is closed in co (E) x D for every nonempty finite subset E of K. 
(v) for any u E K and for any net {(z,, ya)} in K x D converging to (z, y) E K x D, if 
F(G, ya, tu + (1 - t)z)) c (-int C&))‘, 
for all a and for 0 2 t 5 1, then F(z, y, U) c (-int C(z))“; and 
(vi) (Coercitity) there is a nonempty compact set Ko c K, and there is a nonempty compact 
convex set KI c K such that \ 
z E K n K,C implies that F(z, y, u,) c -int C(z) for some U= E K1 and all y E T(z). 
Then there is a pair (Z,$ E K x T(Z) such that 
F (3, jj, U) c (-int C (2))” , for all u E K. 
PROOF. We first prove the theorem for the case when K is compact. Let 3 be the family of all 
nonempty finite subset of K, and fo; any E E 3, let 
n/r, = {(qy) E K x T(z) : F(z, y,~) c (-int C(z))’ for all u E co(E)}. 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that every ME is nonempty. We c/m easily check that the family {a~ : 
E E 5) has the finite intersection property, where A?E is the closure of the set ME in K x D. 
Since K x T(K) is compact, we have 
nm0. 
EE5 
Let (w> E nEE5 A?.E, and let u E K be any fixed. Let E, = (5, u}. Since (3, jj) E ME,, , there 
exists a net {(z~,Y~)} in ME, such that lim,(z,,y,) = (Z,g). Since T is closed, g E T(2). By 
the definition of (z,, ya), we have 
F (z,, ya, k + (1 - t)Z) c (-int C(z,))‘, 
for all (Y and for 0 < t 5 1. It follows from Condition (v) that 
F (3, 8, U) c (-int C (3))“. 
Thus, (z,$j) E K x T(z) and \ 
F (Z,g U) c (-int C (3))” , for any u E K. 
Hence, the theorem holds when K is compact. 
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Now using the coercivity Condition (vi), we prove that the theorem holds when K is not 
compact. Let KO and KI be two compact subsets of K in Condition (vi). For any E E 3, let 
NE = {(x,y) E KC, x T(x) : F(x,y,u) c (-intC(x))’ for all u E co(K1 U E)). 
Since co (KI U E) is compact, it follows from the previous discussion that there exists a pair 
(XE, YE) E co (Kl U E) x T( xE > such that F(xE, YE, U) C (-int C(ZE))’ for all u E co (KI U E). 
If xE E K,C, then xE E K II K,“, and hence, from Condition (vi), F(XE, YE, &) C -int C(xE) for 
some u, E KI. Since KI c co (Kl U E), this is a contradiction. Thus, x~ E Ko. This proves 
that NE # 0 for every E E 5. By the compactness of Ko x T(Ko) and the same argument as 
above, we have 
f-) NE#Q). 
EE5 
Let (2, g) E &eS&. We claim that (Z, a) is a required solution. For any fixed u E K, 
let E, = (2, u}. Since (2, g) E NE”, there exists a net {(x,, ya)) in NE, such that lim,Jx,, v~) = 
(55, g). Since co (E,) c co (KI U E,), we have 
F (x,,ya,tu + (1 - t)Z) E (-intC(x,))‘, 
for all cr and for 0 5 t 5 1. So, it follows from Condition (v) that 
F (Z, jj, u) c (-int C (55))“. 
This completes the proof. 
REMARKS 2.1. In the case that F is a single valued mapping into 2 and C(x) is a constant cone C 
for all x E K, Condition (iv) in [l, Theorem 3.11 using C-upperlsemicontinuity implies Condi- 
tion (iv) of Theorem 2.1 above. On the other hand, consider a multifunction W: K --) 22 defined 
by W(x) = (-int C(x))“. If the multifunction F is assumed to be continuous and has nonempty 
compact values, and the graph of W is closed, then Conditions (iv) and (v) of Theorem 2.1 hold. 
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